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Abstract 
Given a compact Lie group W we classify certain homotopy classes of W-maps from a 
manifold X to the l-point compactification of a W-representation I/ by their equivariant 
degree; here dim(X) = dim(V) + dim(W). As an application we obtain geometric and 
structural understanding of a certain direct summand of the W-equivariant dim(W)-stem of 
homotopy groups of spheres. 
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0. Introduction 
Ordinary homotopy classes of maps [M d, Sd] from a closed connected ori- 
entable d-manifold to the sphere Sd are classified by their (co-)homological 
degree. Obstruction theory explains this result of Hopf: For CW-complexes of 
dimension G d, Sd is a representing object for the functor Hd(.; Z>. 
In this paper we consider equivariant analogues of Hopfs result. Here is a 
prototype. Suppose W is a compact Lie group of dimension n acting on the closed 
manifold M containing free W-orbits. Let S” be the l-point compactification of a 
W-representation V. The equivariant analogue of the dimension condition in 
Hopfs result occurs when dim(M) = dim(V) + n. In this situation we show that 
those W-homotopy classes f : M + S” which are constant on the space of all 
non-free orbits of M are classified by their equivariant mapping degree dy. 
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Further we show that dp is an element of either Z or Z/2. The case where W is 
finite, i.e. n = 0, has received ample attention; see e.g. [4] and the references there. 
Here we are primarily concerned with the case where W has positive dimension; 
see Section 2. 
Taking M to be SvBR”, where W acts trivially on R”, is particularly attractive. In 
this case, we characterize a certain subgroup of the equivariant n-stem of Sv. For 
example: 
Theorem. Let V be a finite-dimensional W-representation containing free W-orbits 
and let A be the subset of Sv”” consisting of all points with nontrivial isotropy 
group. If (Sv@‘” -A) is connected and if the action of Wpreserves orientation, then 
[S v8R”, A; Sv, wlw= 
L, if W is biorientable, 
Z/2, if Wis not biorientable. 
The Lie group W is biorientable if it has an orientation which is invariant under 
both left and right translation. By [SVeR”, A; S”, alw we denote the W-equivariant 
homotopy classes of maps Sv@“” + S” which send A to 03. If W = S’ our results 
agree with those of [6,7,11]. 
The geometry underlying the equivariant degree becomes quite transparent if 
we adopt the point of view of equivariant transversality; see [9]. For if f : Sv@“” --f Sv 
is a W-map which is in general position with respect to 0, we may determine the 
equivariant degree of f by counting the W-free orbits in the preimage of 0 subject 
to the orientation behaviour of f on their normal bundles. This approach is 
probably best suited to identify a given map f within the abstract group Z or Z/2. 
To assist with such identifications we offer an explicit description of a degree-l 
map; see Section 3. 
Now let V and V’ be finite-dimensional complex W-representations. The maps 
Sv@“” * Sv that we are dealing with survive under suspension by S”. To identify 
their image in wr, the nth stable W-equivariant homotopy group of So, we show 
that, under the conditions of the theorem, 
[S ‘@n”, A; Sv, 001~ z WY< EW+), 
where wr(EW’> is the nth stable W-equivariant homotopy group of the universal 
free W-space with a disjoint base point. 
The group wy(EW’) is a direct summand of 0,” which is best explained within 
the following more general context. Let G be a compact Lie group such that W 
occurs as the Weyl group of a closed subgroup H of G; i.e. W = WH = NH/H, 
where NH is the normalizer of H in G. Then wr(EW+) is a direct summand of 
wz; see [4,9,13]. More precisely, 
w,” = @ wy”( EWH+) 
(H) 
where the indexing set consists of all conjugacy classes (H) of closed subgroups H 
of G. At this point I wish to thank Peter May and the referee for contributing 
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direct calculations of wT(EW+) z w,(EW+r\, S”) as an abstract group; m is the 
adjoint representation of W. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we develop background on the 
orientability of the orbit space of a free action. In Section 2 we calculate the 
relevant cohomology obstruction groups. In Section 3 we construct W-maps of 
equivariant degree 1. In Section 4 we determine the image of [Svdlw”, A; S”, mlw in 
~7. The remarks in Section 5 imbed our results further into their mathematical 
environment. For example, in Remark 5.2 we obtain a complete description of all 
invariant vector fields on homogeneous spaces. 
1. Orientation properties of the orbit space of a free action 
Throughout this section let W be a compact Lie group acting smoothly and 
freely on the left of a connected manifold X. In subsequent sections we require 
knowledge of the orientation properties of the orbit space Y:=X/W. 
The proposed situation arises as follows. Let G be another compact Lie group 
acting smoothly on a connected manifold M. The manifold X plays the role of the 
isotropy set of M with respect to a closed subgroup H of G. The group W plays 
the role of the Weyl group of H in G. A priori, we are not allowed to assume that 
X is connected. However, by [4, 1.5.14], Y is always connected. So we have a 
diffeomorphism X,/W, -tX/ W, where X, is a connected component of X and WC 
is the subgroup of W moving X, within itself. Thus it suffices to consider the 
situation proposed above. 
Orientation properties of Y correspond to orientation properties of the tangent 
bundle 7’Y. To investigate these orientation properties, let p : X + Y be the 
principal bundle corresponding to the given W-action. The tangent bundle TX 
contains the “vertical” subbundle VTX consisting of all elements of TX which are 
tangential to the appropriate W-orbit. By means of a W-invariant Riemannian 
metric on X we define the “horizontal” subbundle HTX of TX as the orthogonal 
complement of I/TX in TX. Thus we have the W-invariant splitting TX E HTX @ 
VTX. Moreover, HTX = p* 7Y. 
Crude information on the orientability of 
below. 
Y is contained in the proposition 
Proposition 1.1. TY is orientable if and only if HTX has a W-invariant orientation. 
Proof. An orientation on 7’Y determines an orientation on p*7Y which has the 
property that the restriction of the derivative p’ : TX + TY to p* Ty is fiberwise 
orientation preserving. So the induced orientation of HTX is W-invariant. 
Conversely, a W-invariant orientation on HTX factors to an orientation of Ty. 
q 
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To describe orientation properties of Y we fix a point y, E Y and consider the 
action of n-r(Y, yO> on the two possible orientations of TyoY using the following 
construction. Let OTyOY denote the two possible orientations of TyOY. Fix an 
orientation oy, E OTyOY. If (Y is a loop in Y based at ya, slide oyO along 6’ to 
obtain an orientation (y.oyO at c-u-‘(l) =yO. If we identify the symmetry group of 
OTyOY with C, = ( + l], we can write 
a-oY” =+(a) ‘OY”’ 
where w,((Y) E C,. This yields a homomorphism wy : ri(Y, yJ + C, describing 
the orientation structure of Y. Further, Y is orientable if and only if or is trivial; 
compare [5, VIII.21. 
Next we describe wy in terms of information on X and the given W-action. Our 
first step is to lift wy to an action of r,(Y, yO) on OHTxOX, where I = y,,. If LY 
7. 
is a loop in Y based at y,, lift (Y-’ to a path (Y m X emanating from x0. The 
endpoint x = ,c-‘;<l> belongs to the W-orbit of x0. So there is a unique w E W with 
x = w.xo. 7 Fix an orientation ox0 E OHTxOX and transport it along (Y to an 
orientation &.o,~ of HT,X. Then act with w-l to get the orientation 
(Y.O,O = w -‘.(&ox,) =wH(cY) ‘0,” 
of HTxOX. 
Lemma 1.2. wH : r,(Y, ya) - C, as defined above is a homomorphism. 
Proof. We see that o,(a) is independent of the choice of a lift of (Y-’ emanating 
from x0 because any two such lifts are vertically homotopic [15, p. 1011. To see 
that w,(Q) = w,(a>w,(p), fix a lift z of (Y-’ and a lift F of p-l, both 
emanating from x0. The endpoints of those lifts define uniquely wa,wp E W with 
we.xO = LY 1 1) -7 and wp.xO = F(l). So w~.‘Y I-‘i is a lift of (~-l emanating from 
wp.xO. By design, we have wup = wpw, and, therefore, 
Lemma 1.3. With the notation explained above, oy= wH. 
Proof. Use that p’ : HTX + TY is a W-invariant fiberwise isomorphism. q 
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The technique used to construct wH can also be used to construct homomor- 
phisms wV : z-i(Y, y,) + C, and w : r,(Y, yO) -+ C, describing an action of ,,(Y, 
yO) on the two possible orientations of I/TxoX and T,,X respectively. 
Lemma 1.4. With the notation explained above, wH = w . coy. 
Proof. From the splitting TX = HTX 03 VTX we get w = wH. wv which is equiva- 
lent to the claim. 0 
Our next step in determining wy in terms of information on X and the given 
action is to show that wr, depends only on W. We need some preparation. 
Definition 1.5. A Lie group is biorientable if it has an orientation which is invariant 
under both left and right translation. 
Remark 1.6. Zero-dimensional Lie groups are biorientable: An orientation of the 
l-point space * is given by the choice of 1 E H,(*). This determines an orientation 
on every l-point space, using the unique map into *. The claim follows. 
Proposition 1.7. Suppose dim(W) > 0. Then W is biorientable if and only if W acts 
on its adjoint representation by orientation-preserving maps. 
Proof. Every framing of 7’W by right invariant vector fields determines a right 
invariant orientation of W. Conversely, every right invariant orientation of W is 
determined by its value at any single point of W, hence is representable by a right 
invariant framing of 77%‘. Left translating a right invariant vector field u by an 
element w E W yields the (possibly different) right invariant field W.(T = w.(T.w-‘. 
This implies the claim. 0 
Remark 1.8. Let m denote the adjoint representation of W. The effect of the 
adjoint action of W on Om is described by the homomorphism 
W%GL(ID) %(I&{O})-C 2’ 
If W, is the connected component of the identity e E W then this homomorphism 
factors through W/W, via Ad, : W/W, + C,. 
Corollary 1.9. W is biorientable if any one of the conditions below holds 
(i) W is connected; 
(ii) W has an odd number of path components; 
(iii) W is discrete; 
(iv) W is the product of biorientable Lie groups. 
Example 1.10. The real orthogonal group O,, n 2 1, is biorientable if and only if n 
is odd. 
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The homotopy exact sequence of the fibration p :(X, x0) + (Y, yO) terminates 
as 
a 7ro( W, e) = W/W,( 3 Cz). 
In the proposition below we identify wV = Ad, 0 3. 
Proposition 1.11. Let W be a compact Lie group acting freely on the connected 
manifold X. Let p : (X, x0> + (Y, yO> denote the associated W-principal bundle and 
let w “: r,(Y, YJ + c, describe the action of rl(Y, yO) on the two possible 
orientations of vTxOX. Then wV = Ad, 0 a. 
Proof. According to Corollary 1.14, I/TX is orientable. Thus wV factors through a. 
Further we learn from the proof of Lemma 1.13 that the restriction of an 
orientation of VTX to an orbit W.x, corresponds to a right invariant orientation of 
W. The claim follows by adapting the argument of Proposition 1.7 to the present 
situation. 0 
As a consequence we obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.12. Let W be a compact Lie group acting freely on the connected 
manifold X. Then the orbit space of X/ W is orientable if and only if X is orientable 
and each w E W reverses orientations of the adjoint representation of W exactly when 
w reverses orientations of X. 
Proof. From Lemma 1.3 we know that X/W is orientable if and only if wy= wH is 
trivial. By Lemma 1.4 this happens if and only if o = wV. If X is not orientable, 
then w = wV is impossible because, using Corollary 1.14, wV factors through the 
component group W/W,, whereas w does not (there are loops in X along which 
TX is not orientable). 
Suppose now that X is orientable. Then the homomorphism w : r,(Y, yO) + C, 
factors through a (see display (0) above) because loops in im(p,) act trivially on 
the two possible orientations of TyOY. Thus w = wV if and only if Ad, agrees with 
the action of W/W, on the two possible orientations of X. This completes the 
proof. 0 
In the proofs of Proposition 1.11 and Theorem 1.12 we have used the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 1.13. Let W be a compact Lie group acting freely on the manifold X. Then a 
right invariant framing of W determines a framing of I/TX, the subbundle of vectors 
of TX which are tangential to W-orbits. 
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Proof. The derivative of the action map +V : W X X+ X restricts to a fiberwise 
isomorphism 77%’ x X + I/TX. To see that cp sends a right invariant framing of 77%’ 
to a framing of K?X, fix x E X and consider the diffeomorphism 
fX:W3WeW.XEr 
between W and the orbit r= W.X. Thus f” sends a right invariant vector field v 
on W to the vector field sx(w.x) = (f”);,,(a(w>>, where (f”);,, denotes the 
derivative of f” at w. If x, = U.X for some u E W, then f”’ =f* 0 pU, where pU 
denotes right translation on W by U. The diffeomorphism f”’ : W -+ r sends u to 
xX’(w.xl) = (f”l);w,(fl(W)) 
= (f”0PUs&4w)) 
= (fx)~wU~ 0 ( P,)&,( a(w)) (chain rule) 
= (f”LL,(+~N (v right invariant) 
= s”( W.Xi). 
The claim follows. 0 
Corollary 1.14. Let W be a compact Lie group acting freely on the manifold X. Then 
a right invariant orientation on W determines an orientation of VTX. 
2. Cohomology classification of [X, A; S”, WI,+, 
We continue to let W be a compact Lie group of dimension n whose connected 
component of the identity is denoted by W,. Let V be a W-representation of (real) 
dimension d. In this section we calculate the equivariant homotopy classes of maps 
[X, A; S”, “Ii,+, for a smooth W-manifold X of dimension n + d whose subspace of 
non-free orbits is denoted by A. In our approach we use the equivariant obstruc- 
tion theory as presented in [4]. Thus we have a natural isomorphism 
defined on relative free W-complexes (X, A) of equivariant dimension G d (the 
subspace A is allowed to be empty). It takes a map f to the difference class, in 
equivariant cohomology, between f and the constant map. Here Z denotes the 
W-module r&3” (whose underlying abelian group is isomorphic to Z). 
If we let W be the trivial group we recover that the pair (SRd, w> is a 
representing object for ordinary singular cohomology Hd(., .; Z) on the category 
of relative CW-complexes of dimension < d. In particular, if (X, @) is a manifold 
of dimension d we obtain Hopf s classification of the homotopy classes in [X, Sd] 
by their (co-)homological degree. 
If W is nontrivial and if X is a W-manifold of dimension n + d we obtain an 
equivariant analogue of Hopf’s result. Let us first deal with the case where Z is 
the trivial W-module. 
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Lemma 2.1. Let X be a smooth closed W-manifold of dimension n + d and let A 
denote its subspace of non-free orbits. Assume that A is a proper subspace of X and 
that the action of Won I/preserves orientation. Then 
6) [X, A; S”, ml,z Z, if (X-AI/W is orientable; 
(ii) [X, A; S”, 031~ = Z/2, if (X-AI/W is not orientable. 
Proof. Z = ~$3” is the trivial W-module because the W-action on S” preserves 
orientation. So we get 
~~(X, A; ~) ~H~i,(X/W, A/W; ~) 
= Hd( X/W, A/W; Z) 
from Eilenberg’s theorem; see Theorem 2.7. Now X has an equivariant triangula- 
tion [lo] of which A is automatically an invariant subcomplex. Let N be an 
invariant regular neighbourhood of A. Then N/W contains A/W as a deforma- 
tion retract and the frontier of N/W is a manifold. So Hd(X/W, A/W) z 
Hd(X/W, N/W) and, using “excision”, 
Hd(X/W, N/W) 
=H’((X-int N)/W, (N-int N)/W) 
if ( X - int N) /W is orientable, 
if ( X - int N) / W is not orientable. 0 
Combining Theorem 1.12 with Lemma 2.1 we obtain: 
Theorem 2.2. Let X be a connected smooth closed orientable W-manifold of 
dimension n + d and suppose that non-free orbits form a proper subspace A of X. If 
the W-actions on X and on I/preserve orientation, then 
(i) [X, A; S”, alw G Z, if W is biorientable; 
(ii) [X, A; S”, co],= h/2, if (X-A) is connected and W is not biorientable. 
Proof. (i) (X-AI/W is connected [4, p. 421, and is orientable by Theorem 1.12. 
The claim follows from Lemma 2.1(i). 
(ii) We know that (X- A)/W is connected. It is not orientable by Proposition 
1.11. The claim follows from Lemma 2.1(n). 0 
Let us now turn to the case where Z may be a nontrivial W-module. To 
calculate the equivariant cohomology group 3$(X, A; 2) we use the argument 
in the proof of Lemma 2.1 to see that 
x$(X, A; x) EH&,((X-int N)/W, (N-int N)/W; _z), 
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where the rr,((X - int N)/W)-module structure on Z is the composite u given by 
7rI((X- int N)/W, yo) LrTTo(W, e> - C, = Aut rdSv. 
Our approach depends on a comparison of the action u with the action 
Wcx-int Nj,W : TJ(X-- int N)/W), YJ + C, on OTJ(X- int N)/W). We isolate 
this analysis in the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.3. Let M be a compact connected d-dimensional manifold with boundary 
aM. Suppose _Z is a nontrivial twisted coefficient system on M given by an epimor- 
phism 
u : rl( M, m,)- C,= Aut Z, 
where m, is a point in the interior of M. Further let 
0 : rl( M, m,) - C, 
describe the action of r,(M, m,> on the two orientations of T,,,,,M. Then the 
following hold. 
(i) Zf u = o, then H&JM, aM; 3) = L. 
(ii) Zf u #w, then H&,(M, aM; 3) z Z/2. 
Proof. Let f : R + M denote the covering map corresponding to the kernel of U. 
Then i@ is a connected compact manifold whose boundary is f-‘(3M). The short 
exact sequence of Z[C,]-modules Z H Z[ C,] *_Z induces the exact sequence of 
equivariant cohomology groups forming the top row of the diagram below. 
Hd( M, aM; Z) f* Hd(ti, ati; Z) 
The rectangle commutes by Proposition 2.10. 
To prove claim (i), note that k is orientable while M is not. Thus f * : Z/2 + Z 
is trivial and, therefore, Z:$G, &I?; Z) G Z. 
To see (ii), pick an open disk D about m, which is contained in the interior of 
M. Let D, and D, be the inverse images of D under f. Let a : M + Si and 
b : A? + Sf v S$ represent the maps obtained by collapsing out the complements of 
D in M and of D, U D, in fi. Then the diagram 
M-S d a 
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commutes, and the restriction of f to either wedge summand is a homeomorphism. 
In the corresponding cohomology diagram 
kzd(R, ak; n) L Hd(s;‘, * ; n) a3 ffd(si, * ; n) 
f* I I -* f 
Hd04, aitf; z> ( a* Hd(Sd , *;z> 
a* and the restriction of b* to either summand are epimorphisms. 
If M is orientable, then M and R can be oriented such that f preserves 
orientations. Giving Sf, S$ and Sd h t e induced orientations makes J‘ a model of 
the folding map Sd V Sd - Sd. It follows that f* : Z --f Z is multiplication by 2 and 
SO z$G, a&i; 2) = z/2. 
If M is not orientable, then k is not orientable either because u # w. Hence 
there is no canonical way of orienting the three spheres under discussion. How- 
ever, the cohomology diagram above reads 
The restriction of b* to either summand is onto, and both coordinate functions of 
f -* are isomorphisms. So b* 0 f* = 0. Thus f * = 0 as well and, consequently, 
~$4, ati; 2-j E z/2. 0 
The argument just given depends crucially on Proposition 2.10 which was 
offered as a conjecture by the referee. We are indebted to him for offering this 
conjecture and explaining its relevance to the proof of Lemma 2.3 just given. The 
original formulation of Lemma 2.3 was slightly weaker and was proven by techni- 
cally correct but conceptually less satisfactory ad hoc arguments. 
We are now ready to compute the homotopy sets [X, A; S”, ~lw in cases where 
the W-action on V and on X need not preserve orientation. 
Theorem 2.4. Given a compact Lie group W of dimension II and a W-representation 
V of real dimension d, let X be a connected smooth closed W-manifold of dimension 
n + d. Suppose non-free orbits form a proper subspace A of X. Let (X -A), be a 
connected component of (X -A) and let W, be the subgroup of W moving (X -A), 
within itself. Let uO: rO(W,, e) + C, = Aut rdSv be the restriction of the W-action 
on the two possible orientations of Sv. Then [X, A; S”, mlw is isomorphic to 
6) Z, if (X-A), is orientable and u0 is equal to the product homomorphisms 
Ad, *w,:z-~(W,, e> + r,(GL(m), e) = C,, where o,,: rO(W,, e> + C, de- 
scribes the action of W, on the two possible orientations of (X -A),; 
(ii) Z/2, otherwise. 
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Proof. We know that LX, A; S”, wlW = H&,,,(X/W, A/W, Z), where _Z denotes 
the T,((X-Al/W, y&module given by the homomorphism 
?((X-A)/W Yo) A7r0(W,, e) LC,. 
With the hypotheses of (i) we conclude that the action wy of ri((X - A)/W, e) on 
OT,$X -A)/ W is given by the product 
(Ad, oa) .(w,,oa) = (Ad, .w~)o~, 
using Lemma 1.4 and Proposition 1.11. If ua = Ad, . oo, then wy= u0 0 a and 
H&,(X/W, A/W; 3) z Z by Lemma 2.1(i) or Lemma 2.3(i). This proves (i). 
To see (ii), we argue that in all cases not covered by (i> the action of wy is 
different from u0 0 a. If (X -A), is orientable, this follows using the argument in 
(i). If (X-A), is not orientable, then wy does not factor through r,(W,, e). Here 
we use Lemma 1.4 and Proposition 1.11 together with the fact that there are loops 
in (X-A), along which (X-A), is not orientable. On the other hand, u = u0 0 a 
factors through r&W,, e). So u z oy and H&,(X/W, A/W; .Z’> = Z/2 by 
Lemma 2.l(ii) or Lemma 2.3(ii). 0 
Specializing to the case where X is the l-point compactification of a W-repre- 
sentation we obtain: 
Theorem 2.5. Let W be a compact Lie group of dimension n and let V be a 
finite-dimensional real or complex W-representation. Let A c SveR” denote the 
subspace of non-free W-orbits. Zf A is a proper subspace of S’@‘” and if (Sv’“” -A) 
is connected, then [S”‘@‘“, A; S”, wlw is isomorphic to 
(i) U, if W is biorientable; 
(ii) U/2, if W is not biorientable. 
Proof. (i) Note first that the action u0 : W/W, + C, of W on the orientations of Sv 
agrees with the action wO: W/W, -+ C, on the orientations of S’@“” and of 
(S 
VfBR" -A). Combining Lemma 1.4, Proposition 1.11 and Theorems 2.2 and 2.4 
we see that 
[S v@R”, A; Sv, 031 
z, ifu,=o,.Ad,; i.e. Ad .+ is trivial, 
= Z/2 i ifLlo#6Jo * Ad, ; i.e. Ad, is not trivial. 
The claim follows from Proposition 1.7. 0 
Remark 2.6. In the previous theorem the assumption that (S’@“” -A) be con- 
nected can be eliminated if more information about the action of W on (S’@“” -A) 
is available. Theorem 2.4 explains which additional invariants need to be computed 
to handle this situation. 
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We close this section with some background information relating cohomology 
with twisted coefficients to equivariant singular cohomology. These facts have been 
used above. 
Let X be a space with a left action of a discrete group r. Then the set of 
singular simplices A .+ X is a left r-set and C, X := Z[A * Xl becomes a complex of 
left r-modules. For a left r-module N the equivariant singular cohomology of X 
with coefficients in N is given by 
E:(X; N) :=H“(Hom,(C,X, N)). 
If the action of r on X is such that f : X + Y := X/T is a covering map, then the 
groups E:(X; N) are naturally isomorphic to the cohomology groups of Y with 
twisted coefficients in N, denoted H$,,(Y, N); see [81 and compare [161. More 
precisely, 
Theorem 2.7. Let f : X + Y be a regular covering map of path-connected spaces 
whose group of covering transformations is r. Let B c Y and let A := f-‘B. If N is a 
left r-module, then 
E;( X, A; N) = IT&,( Y, B; N). 
Proof. In the absolute case, where A = @, the argument is given in [81. The relative 
case follows using the 5-lemma. q 
The previous theorem covers two special cases in which the groups E;(X, A; 
N) can be interpreted in terms of ordinary singular (co-)homology. 
Corollary 2.8. Zf in the situation of the previous theorem the action of r on N is 
trivial, then 
E;(X, A; N) MHk(Y, B; N), 
where the term on the right-hand side is an ordinary singular cohomology with 
coefficients in N regarded as an abelian group. 
Corollary 2.9. If in the situation of the previous theorem the group r is finite, then 
E;(X, A; Z[T]) =Hk(X, A; Z). 
Proof. Note first that C,(X, A) is a complex of free r-modules (with basis in 
A *(Y, B)). Thus the claim follows using the natural isomorphisms 
Hom,(Z[T], z) =qr, z) 
=~(i x r, z) 
55qi, 2-q-, a)) 
Sqi, z[r]) 
= HomzI~l(.Wl, m-1). 
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Here 9(. , - ) denotes set-theoretic functions. The equivalence “ * ” is only avail- 
able if r is finite. 0 
For a finite group r we have the short exact sequence of r-modules 
O+ZAZ[T]-Q+O, 
where i(l) = C, t .g. In the proposition below we identify the effect of i on 
equivariant cohomology. 
Proposition 2.10. Let f : X + Y be a regular covering of path-connected spaces whose 
group of covering transformations r is finite. Then the diagram below commutes. 
E;(X, A; Z> LE;(X, A; Z[Z-1) 
Lx- 
Ia 
Hk(Y, B, Z> f* Hk(X, A; Z) 
Here CY comes from Eilenberg’s Theorem 2.7 and /3 comes from Corollary 2.9. 
Proof. It suffices to show that the diagram of the chain complexes below com- 
mutes. 




Hom,(C,Y, Z) f* Hom,(C, X, Z> 
Let c : C,X+ Z be a r-homomorphism and let ii : A, -X be a singular k-sim- 
plex. Then 
(Y(C)(f 06) =c(ii). 
This determines (Y(C) because every u : A, +X has lifts to Y. Further 
f* ~cy(c)(g.Li) =cl(c)(f o(g.zq) =a(c)(f ofi) =c(fi). 
On the other hand 
WW) =c(U). (j$j 
and so 
poi*(c)(fi) = (coefficient of 1 in) c(n). 
The claim follows. 0 
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3. Construction of maps of equivariant degree 1 
Now let G be a compact Lie group and fix a closed subgroup H of G. The 
group W from the previous two sections will now appear as the Weyl group WH of 
H in G. 
Suppose U is a G-representation containing points whose isotropy group is H. 
If IZ := dim(WH), we construct a G-map Sr’@‘” - S” which, when restricted to 
H-fixed point sets, has exactly one free WH-orbit in its preimage of 0. In particular, 
if U is a complex G-representation, the restriction of such a map to H-fixed point 
sets has WH-degree f 1. We show that it represents a generator of the cyclic 
summand wy(EW+) of a,“. 
Our construction of a G-map Suea” - S” of W-degree k 1 on the H-fixed point 
set depends on the fact that the homogeneous space G/H possesses IE linearly 
independent G-equivariant vector fields. We explain how to construct these. 
Note that G/H is a space with a biaction: the coset action A of G on the left 
and the action p of WH on the right. Moreover, these two actions commute. Let e 
denote the neutral element of WH and let p’ denote the derivative of p. 
Proposition 3.1. Let u be a left invariant vector field on WH. Then the vector field 
s( gH) := P&f,e)(O, a(e)) 
on G/H has the following properties. 
(9 s is G-invariant; 
(ii) s is tangential to the orbits of the WH-action; 
(iii) in the construction of s 
P;.&& a(w)> = P&f.w,e)(O, 4e)). 
Proof. This follows directly from the definitions using the chain rule. 0 
Example 3.2. Let the complex unitary group U,_, =: H act on the right of U, =: G 
by translation. The corresponding orbit space is Sznpl, which inherits the biaction 
of U, on the left (evaluation) and of WU,_ 1 = U, on the right. Up to a constant 
scalar factor in R, there is exactly one &-invariant vector field on Sznpl, namely 
The vector field s corresponds to the invariant vector field z c, iz on U, under the 
process described in Proposition 3.1. It is tangential to the orbits of the U,-action 
on S2n-1. 
We now construct the desired maps. Fix a subgroup H of G whose Weyl group 
has dimension n. With the process of Proposition 3.1, we transport n linearly 
independent left invariant vector fields on WH to G/H so as to obtain n 
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G-invariant vector fields Sir, . . . , ?n. Choose a G-representation U containing a 
point x whose isotropy group is H. Use the G-diffeomorphism 
to obtain IZ linearly independent G-vector fields sl,. . . , s, on r. 
With respect to a G-invariant inner product the tangent plane to r at x has the 
orthogonal complement S in U, and S is an H-representation. The G-map 
(g, s; 51,..., 6,) ++gJ+51Sl(g.X) + ..* +5,s,(g.n) 
satisfies 8gh-‘, hs; c,, . . . ,c,) = t”(g, s; E,, . . . , 5,). So t^ yields the G-map t : (G X, 
S) X R” + U with 
(i) t-‘IO) = (G X, (0)) x (0); 
(ii> t I (H+s)~R~ is an isomorphism of vector spaces; 
(iii) t is a proper map, i.e. preimages of compact sets are compact. 
By scaling the map S 3 u ++ x + u E U we obtain a slice for r at x and a 
corresponding G-diffeomorphism T : G X, S + u, where ZJ is a G-invariant open 
neighbourhood of r in U. The G-map 
has a continuous extension fin over l-point compactifications. Thus we obtain the 
map T : Sue’” + S” by the Pontryagin-Thorn construction: collapse the comple- 
ment of v X [w” to co. 
The construction of T involves several choices: the framing of G/H, an orbit r 
of type G/H, a representative x E r and the tube map T. From Lemma 3.3, 
Remark 3.4 and Lemma 3.5 below we deduce that stably only the choice of a left 
invariant orientation on WH matters. 
Lemma 3.3. Suppose U is a G-representation whose H-isotropy set is non-empty and 
connected. Then the G-homotopy class of the map T described above is completely 
determined by the choice of a left invariant orientation of WH. 
Proof. Let U, denote the H-isotropy set of U. For x,x’ E U, let T”, T”’ : S”@“” + 
S” be two maps obtained from the construction described above. The left invariant 
framings of WH involved in this construction are to be compatible with a given left 
invariant orientation of WH. A path in U, joining x’ to x yields a homotopy from 
T”’ to a map T; which agrees with T” on G.x. The two framings of WH which 
are involved here are related by an equivariant homotopy because they determine 
the same orientation of WH. Different tube maps r : G X, S ---* v are related by 
homotopies through G-diffeomorphisms [3, p. 3101. The claim follows by concate- 
nating these homotopies. q 
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Remark 3.4. If I/ is a W-representation whose W-free part is not empty, then 
V@ I/ is a W-representation whose W-free part is connected. 
Proof. The W-free part F of I/ is the principal orbit bundle of I/ which is a dense 
open subset of V. Therefore the complement C of F has codimension at least 1 in 
I/. The complement of the W-free part 4 of I/@ V is contained in C x C, hence 
has codimension at least 2 in V@ I/. Thus d is connected. 0 
The map T commutes with suspension: If U and U’ are complex G-representa- 
tions, denote by 
Tu : S’@“” + S’/, T . ptm’tm” --) p3U’ UOCJ . 
the maps resulting from the Pontryagin-Thorn construction described above. 
Lemma 3.5. The suspension SUIT, is G-homotopic to T,,,,. 
Proof. We use the notation introduced below Example 3.2. If n E U has isotropy 
group H, then (0, x) E U’ @ U also has isotropy group H and G.(O, x) = {O] X G.x 
= IO] x r. Therefore the orthogonal complement of the tangent plane of (0) x r at 
(0, X) in U’ CB U is U’ fB S and U X v is a tubular neighbourhood of {O) X r in 
U’ CD U. With these data one can achieve S”’ A Tu = T,,,,. q 
4. Stabilizing [SVaR”, A; S”, ~1~ 
Let W be a compact Lie group of dimension n. We now show that stabilization 
yields an isomorphism [Sr’@n”, A; S”, “In, + wp< EW+). Together with the informa- 
tion contained in Sections 2 and 3 this gives a complete description of the elements 
of w~(EW+). As an abstract group w~(EW’) can be calculated by alternative 
means. We include the arguments contributed by Peter May and the referee. 
Proposition 4.1. Let V be a complex W-representation containing free W-orbits and 
let A c Sv’nn be the space of non-free orbits. If T : Sven” + Sv has been obtained by 
applying the Pontryagin-Thorn construction of Section 3 at a point in V CB R” with 
trivial isotropy group, then T represents a generator of [Sv@‘“, A; S”, ~1~. 
Proof. T-‘(V) is a single W-free cell W x S x R” whose equivariant dimension is 
equal to the geometric dimension of V. As T restricts to a linear isomorphism 
S x R" + V, we see that the difference cohomology class between T and the 
constant map is a generator of the cyclic group Z$(Sv~““, A; 20. In fact, if W is 
biorientable, then T has degree 
(-1) 
n(dim&V)--n) =(-~)“EZ$(S~@~“, A;Z) (=Z). q 
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Theorem 4.2. Let V be a complex W-representation containing free W-orbits and let 
A c SveRB” be the space of non-free orbits. If (S”@“” -A) is connected, then 
stabilization is an isomorphism 
[S “@‘“, A; S”, ‘=J]~ --f up< EW+) . 
Proof. WY< EWf) is the direct limit of any of the based systems 
. . . 
-[S 
VCBR” 
;S “‘Iw” A EW+lw 
sv’A ‘, [S”’ ,, SV@R”; S”’ A S”r\ EW+lw E [S”‘e”@““; Sv’@“/, EW+lw 
- . . . 
in which V’ runs through (a fixed set of representatives of) all isomorphism classes 
of complex W-representations. Any W-map f : S”“” + S” A EWf sends A to the 
base point of S” A EW+. 
The projection p : S” A EW+ + Sv induces a homomorphism 
p* : [Sv@““; S”A EW+lw+ [SVQR”, A; S”, ~1~. 
The inverse of p * is given by sending a map f : (Sv@‘“, A) + (S”, m> to the map 
(f, u) : S”@“” + S” A EW+, where u : (Sv@‘w” -A) + EW is the unique W-map. 
Thus p* is an isomorphism. Suspension with S”’ yields the commuting diagram 
below: 
[S “aft”, S” ,, EW+lw sy’/\ [S”‘@“@~“, S”‘@” ,, E,j,7+lw 
L 
is v-n, A; S”, c.01~ 7 [Sv’ev=‘R”, B; S”‘@“, wlw 
Both vertical arrows are isomorphisms. The bottom arrow is an isomorphism using 
Theorem 2.5, Lemma 3.5 and Proposition 4.1. Taking the direct limit of the top 
arrows in such diagrams yields an isomorphism [Svan”, A; S”, mlw + wy(EW+). 
0 
Corollary 4.3. Let W be a compact Lie group of dimension n. 
(i) Zf W is biorientable, then w,“< E W’) = Z. 
(ii> Zf W is not biorientable, then or(EW’) = 2/2. 
Proof. This follows from Theorems 2.5 and 4.2. 
Alternatively, as an abstract group, wr(EW+) can be calculated using Peter 
May’s approach: From [13] we know that ~~EW+GUJEW+A, S”>, where S’” 
denotes the l-point compactification of the adjoint representation of W. As 
EW+A, Sm is (n - O-connected, we have 
w,(EW+r\, Sm) =H,JEW+A~ Sb). 
The group on the right-hand side can be computed with the relative Serre spectral 
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sequence of the bundle EW X, S’” + BW, using that 
EW+r\, S’” = EWx, Sm/EWxw *. 
The E2-term is H,(BW; l?*S’“). The SS collapses because there is only one 
nonzero row. The action of z-,BW s W/W, on HnSm is the adjoint action. If this 
action is trivial, the required homology group is Z. Otherwise HJBW; HnSr”) z Z/ 
(a - w.a) = Z/2X 
The referee points out that EW+r\ w S’” is the Thorn space of the bundle 
EW+x, m over BW and n-JEW+r\, S”> has been computed in 113, 1X.1.61. •I 
5. Remarks 
Remark 5.1. Let G be a compact Lie group, U a complex G-representation and let 
40: S”@n’ + S” be a G-map. We spell out an effective method to determine the 
degree d(G,H) of cp related to a subgroup H of G whose Weyl group W has 
dimensioi n. Its validity is immediate from the geometry encoded in obstruction 
theory. 
According to [9] we may assume that q is in general position with respect to 0. 
Let f : SV@“” + S” denote the restriction of cp to H-fixed point sets and assume 
that f sends non-free orbits to m E V. The preimage of 0 in the H-isotropy set of 
I/ CB 178” consists of finitely many free W-orbits r,, . . . , r, . 
Now let us consider the case where W is biorientable. A biorientation of W 
determines uniquely a W-equivariant orientation o(c) on each c; see Lemma 
1.13. A tubular neighbourhood of r, is a product r). X XL, where the slice zi is a 
trivial W-representation. Giving I/ its canonical complex orientation and R” the 
standard orientation we get a unique orientation ~$2~) from the identity 
o(~ix~i) =o(V@R”). 




If, however, W is not biorientable, there is no W-equivariant orientation of the 
free W-orbits r,, . . . , T,. Still, our formula for dp makes sense module 2. In 
particular, if the H-isotropy set of U is connected, dr E Z/2 classifies the 
W-homotopy class of f; see Theorem 2.5. 
Remark 5.2. The construction in Section 3 yields a G-invariant Lie subalgebra of 
the space of vector fields on G/H which is isomorphic to the Lie algebra of WH. 
All G-invariant vector fields on G/H are of this type. Otherwise the map T 
constructed in Section 3 would have an equivariant extension over Sub’“+‘. So T 
would be null-homotopic, contradicting Proposition 4.1. 
In particular, the dimension of the Weyl group of the subgroup H of G is an 
explicit lower bound for the span of the homogeneous space G/H. (The span of a 
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manifold A4 is the maximal number of linearly independent vector fields on M; 
see e.g. [12] and the references there.) 
Remark 5.3. It is of interest to investigate essentiality of the maps T, after reducing 
symmetry, i.e. to permit homotopies which are equivariant only with respect to a 
chosen subgroup of G. Forgetting symmetry completely amounts to considering 
the composite 
F,:A,[G] @B,[G] Aw,, -con, G forget 
where 
A,[G] := @3 L, 
Uf) 
B,[ G] := @ Z/2, 
(H) 
dim(WH) =n, WH is biorientable, 
dim( WH) = II, WH is not biorientable. 
This situation is closely related to earlier work; see [1,2,141. 
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